
 
 

 

 

Veterinary Care for your Kitten 
 
Less than 6 weeks—This is the time that your kitten is getting its nutrition as well as immune protection 

directly from its mother. Vaccines during this time usually do not stimulate the kittens growing immune 

system and are not given. 

 

8 weeks—First FVRCP given at this time. The kitten is now individuating from the mother more and 

may be going into a new home. Their immune challenge is about to become very high. FVRCP stands 

for Feline Viral Rhinotracheitis, Calici and Panleukopenia.  An initial dewormer will be given. 

 

10 weeks—You will be given a dewormer to give at home. 

 
12 weeks—In just 4 short weeks your kitten has grown leaps and bounds in his or her immune function. 

We give a FVRCP, Rabies and if you plan to let your kitten go outside we recommend giving the 

Feline Leukemia vaccine (FeLV).  A dewormer will be given. 

 

16 weeks—One last FVRCP and if you are giving FeLV you will give the 2nd vaccine at this time. We 

recommend that you bring in a fecal sample at this time to check your kitten for internal parasites not 

covered by routine deworming.. 

 

4-6 months- Spaying and neutering is recommended at any time during this period. 

 
The most important thing about our visits during kitten hood is to establish an experience that 

is fun for your pet. Socialization is very important, and during this time we will discuss some landmarks 

or where your kitten is developmentally. The critical time for socialization, the time where your kitten will 

experience new relationships and feel safe or not is between 6 and 20 weeks. We will review techniques 

and goals to help you both through a critical time in your relationship.  
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